Or10a
Upstream genomic C-475T -0.025 (4)
Upstream genomic T-473C -0.025 (4)
Upstream genomic C-465A -0.160 (26)
Upstream genomic G-463A -0.018 (3)
Upstream genomic A-450T -0.024 (4)
Upstream genomic C-446T -0.053 (9)
Upstream genomic C-375T -0.029 (5)
Upstream genomic C-246G -0.011 (2)
Upstream genomic G-81A -0.085 (15) 
Or43a Upstream genomic G-325A - 0.040 (6) Or43a Upstream genomic T-324C - 0.497 (71) Or43a Upstream genomic C-259A - 0.040 (6) Or43a Upstream genomic -258Del (1 bp) - 0.040 (6) Or43a Upstream genomic C-230T - 0.013 (2) Or43a Upstream genomic C-194T - 0.228 (34) Or43a Upstream genomic T-190C - 0.027 (4)
Or43a
Upstream genomic -179In (7 bp) -0.322 (49)
Upstream genomic C-167A -0.367 (55)
Upstream genomic C-152T -0.362 (54)
Exon 4 
Intron 4 C1306A -0.247 (37)
Intron 4 C1336T -0.061 (9) 
